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	In 2009, Lightning Tools decided to take one of its best-selling products, a desktop application, and put it

	into the browser as an application page in SharePoint—which turned out to be quite a challenge. When

	we were looking at technologies to use, jQuery stood out as something that could be really helpful.

	We spent a lot of time trying to understand how to make SharePoint and jQuery work together

	initially, and then we started to learn what jQuery actually could do. Finding the information we needed

	was often a struggle (not as many blogs on the topic were available at the time), but ultimately we

	successfully created our product.





	I learned so much about jQuery that I jumped at the chance to talk about SharePoint and jQuery

	when the opportunity arose to speak about them at SPTechCon. I knew that so many people have

	needed, and will continue to need, to create a client-side solution in SharePoint using jQuery, and I

	wanted to share the benefit of my experience. In my talk I tried to communicate where to start and how

	to explore what SharePoint with jQuery can do—and the feedback from the full room at SPTechCon was

	positive.





	When I was approached by Jonathan Hassell to write this book at SPTechCon in Boston in 2011, I

	leapt at the chance. I wanted to write the book that I really could have used when I first started. I hope

	your experience with this book is like learning to ride a bike: taking you from your first time in the seat

	and getting acquainted with the controls to doing a lap around the neighborhood without training

	wheels.
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Advanced Image Processing in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Signal Processing and Communications)CRC Press, 2005
Magnetic Resonance (MR) imaging produces images of the human tissues in a noninvasive manner, revealing the structure, metabolism, and function of tissues and organs. The impact of this image technique in diagnostic radiology is impressive, due to its versatility and flexibility in joining high-quality anatomical images with functional...
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Usability Evaluation of Online Learning ProgramsIGI Global, 2003
Successful use of information and communication technologies depends on usable designs that do not require expensive training, accommodate the needs of diverse users and are low cost. There is a growing demand and increasing pressure for adopting innovative approaches to the design and delivery of education, hence, the use of online learning (also...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: IndexesMacmillan Technical, 1995
It has taken ten years of work to produce this ten-volume Encyclopedia of World Cultures. Thirteen editors, six associate editors, 800 contributors, 20 translators, and the staffs of the Human Relations Area Files, G. K. Hall and Co., and Macmillan Library Reference have been involved in the process.

In keeping with the global scope of...
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Institutionalization of UX: A Step-by-Step Guide to a User Experience Practice (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Computer hardware no longer provides a competitive edge. Software has become a broadly shared commodity. A new differentiator has emerged in information technology: user experience (UX). Executives recognize that the customer satisfaction that applications and websites provide directly impacts a company’s stock price.

...
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Pediatric Emergency Medicine Companion HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1998


	This handbook accompanies the first edition of our text Pediatric

	Emergency Medicine: A Comprehensive Study Guide. The purpose

	of the handbook is to provide an on-the-spot summary of the

	clinical problem for the student, resident, or clinician. The handbook

	does not replace the text. Rather, it addresses the need for

	a more...
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Internet Programming With VBApress, 2000

	From seasoned developer Budi Kurniawan comes Internet Programming with Visual Basic, which teaches experienced Visual Basic programmers how to successfully combine two key Microsoft technologies used to drive the Web: Visual Basic and Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS). This book covers what you as a...
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